ABSTRACT

Background: Conventional teaching methodology for subject of Anatomy by use of cadaver is becoming obsolete because of unavailability of cadaver to the medical institutes. Anatomy is an important subject in basic medical sciences, thus need to be taught in depth in early year of medical curriculum. As availability of cadavers for teaching Anatomy has become extremely difficult, attempt to evaluate students’ opinion on the use of the Anatomage 3D virtual dissection table as an additional teaching tool to cadaver dissection in studying anatomy and understanding the relation of structures.

Methods: A descriptive retrospective study was held at the department of Anatomy Azra Naheed Medical College. An electronic questionnaire was given to 2nd year MBBS students in which 6 questions regarding opinion of students who were taught through cadaveric specimen & 3D Anatomage table, regarding use of 3D Anatomage for active learning of anatomy topics.

Results: Present study showed that the most of the students preferred using 3D Anatomage for learning anatomy as it enhances active learning, 80.4% responded positively in developing deeper understanding of the topic with use of Anatomage table as compared to conventional teaching. 89.5% responded positively to visualize better the anatomical features of different parts of body with the help of anatomage table. 81.7% responded positively regarding use of Anatomage table in active learning and in developing interest in subject of Anatomy.

Conclusion: Students consider the use of the anatomage table, an effective teaching tool for gross anatomy, for visualizing anatomical relation of different parts of the body, for deeper understanding and active learning of Anatomical features, and in developing interest in subject of Anatomy. Students can incorporate digital anatomy into the learning and teaching of basic medical science. The use of 3DAnatomage table gives the impression to have an important role in Medical education
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INTRODUCTION

Anatomy is a basic and foundation subject in medical science teaching regardless of specialty throughout the world. In past only lectures, demonstrations and dissection were in practice for teaching anatomy but now teaching methodology has been revolutionized by interactive multimedia and imaging. A sound knowledge of gross anatomy for 1st & 2nd year medical students make strong base for proper learning of clinical subjects in later part of their undergraduate and postgraduate medical courses. In last few years medical colleges have to face many challenging situations and problems at various levels regarding availability of cadaver for teaching anatomy. Most important challenges are legal, socio-economic, religious, cultural and educational issues.

3D interactive Anatomage Table is a well-developed digital solution for teaching and learning anatomy. Software is developed in which 14 Stereoscopic 3D images of different parts of human body were taken by X-ray, computerized tomography (C.T.) scan, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the whole human body. The blast of such innovative technologies in recent years has fetched medical education especially anatomy into a new domain. The Anatomage table was developed by collaboration of clinical anatomy department of Stanford University and a 3-D Medical Technology Company located in California. The technology allows virtual dissection and reconstruction of the human body layer by layer. 3D Virtual dissection table allows students to isolate, remove, reconstruct, and zoom in and out, different structures of human body. By using virtual knife, one can dissect human body and able to appreciate anatomical relationships. Anatomage table has been utilized to teach basic & clinical anatomy to undergraduate, postgraduate medical students. This 3D dissection table can be connected to auditoriums for
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lecture and training sessions. Currently, the 3D anatomage table has been adopted by many of the world’s leading medical schools and health care institutes. Recent study was conducted to compare the learning with 3D dissection table as compared to learning with cadaveric teaching in anatomy. As perception of medical students regarding utility of “Anatomage” virtual dissection table was important for active learning.

MATERIAL METHOD

The study was conducted on 2nd year MBBS medical students in anatomy department who were using anatomage table as a part of teaching tool in their second year at Azra Naheed Medical College Lahore. The data was collected through a 6-item questionnaire with five options (strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, strongly disagree & disagree). The study was done in month of July 2022 just after completion of one year course. The questionnaire was circulated via google form among the class of 77 students and students were requested to respond with their consent without any pressure and consequences. Permission from ethical committee was obtained.

In our part of world Anatomage table has been made available in very few medical institutes & Azra Naheed medical college was the first institute in province of Punjab to use this facility for Anatomy teaching. This study was designed to assess the response of students on the use of this new teaching technology. Students were asked following questions regarding use of anatomage table for learning anatomy subject.

Questions
1. I enjoyed the whole process of using 3D Virtual Anatomage table for learning gross anatomy.
2. I developed deeper understanding of the topic with use of Anatomage table as compared to conventional teaching.
3. Anatomage table helped me to visualize better the anatomical features of different parts of body.
4. Use of Anatomage table enhanced my learning experience and interest in subject of Anatomy.
5. Understanding the anatomical relations of different part of body with Anatomage take less time than traditional learning with dissection.
6. Anatomage table should be included in routine teaching during SGD (small group discussion).

RESULTS
Fig. 1: Response of students regarding use of anatomage table as a learning tool.

Graph showed in Fig. 1 the response of 2nd year medical students towards use of anatomage virtual dissection table as learning tool. We considered 2 options (strongly agree & agree ) as positive response and rest of three options (Neither agree nor disagree, strongly disagree & disagree ) as negative response . Total 77 students responded to questionnaire, 80% responded positively (49% strongly agreed & 31% agreed) whereas only 20% responded negatively regarding use of anatomage table for learning gross anatomy.

80.4% responded positively (38.9% strongly agreed & 41.5% agreed ) whereas only 19.6% responded negatively to question related to developing better understanding of the topic with use of Anatomage table as compared to conventional teaching .
89.5% responded positively (44.1% strongly agreed & 45.4% agreed) whereas only 10.5% responded negatively to question related to visualize better the anatomical features of different parts of body with the help of anatomage table. 81.7% responded positively (32.4% strongly agreed & 49.3% agreed) whereas only 18.3% responded negatively to question regarding Use of Anatomage table enhanced my learning experience and interest in subject of Anatomy.
80.5% responded positively (33.7% strongly agreed & 46.7% agreed) whereas only 19.5% responded negatively to question regarding Understanding the anatomical relations of different part of body with Anatomage take less time than traditional learning with Dissection .

Fig. 2: Teaching session with 2nd year MBBS students in anatomy department ANMC.

Fig. 3: Teaching session on Anatomage table showing skeleton of human body.

Fig. 4: Anatomage table showing human body with transverse section on selected level along with CT scan.

93.4% responded positively (61% strongly agreed & 32.4 % agreed) whereas only 6.6% responded negatively to question related to use of Anatomage table should be included in routine teaching during SGD (small group discussion).

Gross anatomy teaching is done in dissection hall timings in the form of demonstration/dissection and in SGD (small group discussion),this include skill sessions as well and help in grasping a sound knowledge and concepts of structure of human body.

DISCUSSION
The trends in medical college have been changed in last few years, with the availability of new technology-assisted instruments and equipment. Anatomage has developed as new teaching methodology and innovative effective learning tool for deeper understanding of anatomy subject. Anatomage 3D virtual dissection table also offers the learner to visualize 3D view of the size, position and relationships of all systems, neurovascular bundle and Musculoskeletal system of human body in coronal,
transverse and sagittal planes. This provides the student to move human body up and down to check the structures at different levels of cross section 11. Custer and Michael described the perceptions of imaging science students in regard to use of Anatomage Virtual Dissection Table, it seems to be important role in medical educational institutes and effective tool in teaching anatomy related to health care profession 10. The subject of anatomy is important for future doctors it must be taught to the medical students in educational fashion of the day 11. A research conducted by Gross & Masters on Undergraduate students regarding use of Anatomage Table, 67% of students selected the Anatomage Table option. Students reported that they enjoyed learning anatomy by rotating and spinning whole body with anatomage table. It helped to visualize superficial and deep structures of body which was really amazing 12. Baratz et al, conducted a research to evaluate the Anatomage Table compared to traditional dissection as a teaching tool for gross anatomy. Research was specifically on Musculoskeletal system, pelvis & perineum. Result showed significant higher scores on quizzes in musculoskeletal anatomy, microscopic, macroscopic anatomy and systemic anatomy. Virtual system integrate all aspects of anatomy 20. Many authors have proposed that anatomage table is need of the hour because it not only provides an interactive way of teaching anatomy but also can be used for practical anatomy exams. Students can use actively and take the images and videos in storage devices to discuss them later 2.

CONCLUSION

Students consider the use of the anatomage table, an effective teaching tool for gross anatomy, for visualizing anatomical relation of different parts of the body, for deeper understanding and active learning of Anatomical features, and in developing interest in the subject of Anatomy. Students can incorporate digital anatomy into the learning and teaching of basic medical science. The use of 3D Anatomage table gives the impression to have an important role in medical education.
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